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This is a public deliverable that is provided to the community under the license Attribution-
NoDerivs 2.5 defined by creative commons http://www.creativecommons.org  

This license allows you to  

• to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work 
• to make commercial use of the work 

Under the following conditions: 

 

Attribution. You must attribute the work by indicating that this 
work originated from the IST-Akogrimo project and has been 
partially funded by the European Commission under contract 
number IST-2002-004293 

 

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build 
upon this work without explicit permission of the consortium 

• For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this 
work. 

• Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder. 

This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code below: 

License  

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE 
("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE 

WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.  

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS 

OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR 

ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.  

1. Definitions  

a. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its entirety in 

unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are 

assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as 
defined below) for the purposes of this License.  

b. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, 

musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, 
condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a 

Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the 

Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image 
("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.  

c. "Licensor" means all partners of the Akogrimo consortium that have participated in the production of this text 

d. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.  
e. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.  

f. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms of this 

License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License 
despite a previous violation.  
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2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use, first sale or other 
limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws.  

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, 
perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:  

a. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in 
the Collective Works;  

b. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio 

transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works.  
c. For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition: 

i. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually 

or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or public digital 
performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work. 

ii. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or 

via a music rights society or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create from 
the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US 

Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions). 

d. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording, Licensor waives 
the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the 

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the 

US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions). 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to 

make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats, but otherwise you have no rights to 
make Derivative Works. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved. 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:  

a. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms of this 

License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of 
the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms 

on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not 

sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not 
distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control 

access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as 

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to 
the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, 

remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.  

b. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or Collective Works, You must keep 
intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the 

Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another 

party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service 
or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; and to the extent reasonably 

practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does 

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work. Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable 
manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other 

comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.  

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND 
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MATERIALS, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, 

STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, 
ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO 

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE 

LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR 
EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN 

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

7. Termination  

a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. 
Individuals or entities who have received Collective Works from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses 

terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will 

survive any termination of this License.  
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b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the 
Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop 

distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other 

license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and 
effect unless terminated as stated above.  

8. Miscellaneous  

a. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the 

same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.  
b. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of 

the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be 

reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.  
c. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in 

writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.  

d. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are no 
understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any 

additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual 

written agreement of the Licensor and You.  
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Abbreviations 
 

Akogrimo Access To Knowledge through the Grid in a Mobile World 

A4C authenticating, authorizing, accounting, auditing and charging 

GCSG Grid Standards Co-ordination Group 

VO Virtual organization 

WP In the context of Akogrimo, a work package, usually referring to a 
specific one, such as WP6.2 

 

This document is inevitably abbreviation heavy.   Rather than repeat them all here, the relevant 
abbreviations are either standards organizations (and so explained in alphabetical order in section 
2.2) or standards (listed in Annex A) 
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1. Summary 

This document presents a report on standardization within Akogrimo thus far.   The early stage 
of the project has been characterised by standards understanding and adoption but also in this 
stage, the EU Grids Standards Collaboration Group has been set up.  The Project has now 
prepared a set of topics on which there will be some focus on standardization – this is described 
in sections 4 and 5.   Outlines of relevant standardization bodies (section 2.2) and a list of 
relevant standards (Annex A) are included. 
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2. Standardization context 

It is important to understand the environment in which standardization takes place.   This section 
outlines a number of general points and some bodies in particular, which are relevant to 
Akogrimo. 

 

2.1. Scope 

Whether in IT or other activities, a prime purpose of standardization is to achieve interworking, 
enabling a user to rely on a specification or enabling two products to work in conjunction with 
each other under defined conditions.  Although standards in a wider sense may have other 
purposes such as specifying that a particular minimum safety level be met, we are primarily 
concerned with interworking here.  In complex situations where numerous products are required 
from multiple sources, a defined strategy is essential.   Standardization can provide a publicly 
available, neutrally sponsored definition which multiple suppliers can agree to use. 

Although the common word for the resulting specification is a standard, some organizations use 
different words for this.  For example, W3C uses the term recommendation for its output. 

Despite the obvious disadvantage involved, we do include in this document specifications which 
cannot be described as neutrally sponsored, where they fulfil a currently indispensable function – 
for example many of the WS-* specifications are produced by a small number of major industrial 
players. 

Standardization output can include not only a standard protocol or API itself, but also use cases, 
profiles that group standards for the purpose of increased interoperability, non-normative 
information documents and guidelines for standards. 

In this document, we use the spelling standardization – with a z – which is the preferred spelling 
used in the Oxford English Dictionary and also a number of standards bodies, for instance, ISO, 
ETSI, BSI and ANSI. 

 

2.2. Organizations 

2.2.1. Standardization bodies relevant to Akogrimo 

This section provides a summary of standards organizations relevant to Akogrimo, in alphabetical 
sequence.   It was decided that here the information would be a summary.     

We also note here that EGA and GGF have announced a programme of moves towards a 
merger later this year. 

 

2.2.1.1. EGA 

The Enterprise Grid Alliance (EGA) ( http://www.gridalliance.org/ )  is an open, non-profit, 
vendor-neutral organization formed to develop enterprise grid solutions and accelerate the 
deployment of grid computing within enterprises. 
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By focussing on the needs of enterprise users, the EGA aims to enable businesses to realize the 
many benefits of grid computing such as faster response to changing business needs, better 
utilization and service level performance and lower IT operating costs.   

Initial focus areas include reference models, provisioning, security and accounting. 

EGA deliverables are developed through its Working Groups. 

Currently no EGA outputs are used in Akogrimo, but its area of work is clearly relevant to 
Akogrimo and, following its merger with GGF which is expected to be complete later this year, 
the combined organisation will be even more significant. 

 

2.2.1.2. ETSI 

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is one of the three European 
Standards Organizations and is officially responsible for standardization of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT).   It cooperates with other regional standards bodies in this 
field. It has 500 industrial members throughout Europe. 

Its output includes standards which require wide consultation and also “New Regime” outputs 
which follow a fast, restricted approval procedure.  

It is an organizational partner in 3GPP (see 2.2.1.11) and adopts its output. 

A recent development relevant to Akogrimo is that ETSI is producing a strategy for Grids 
standardization.  This is being monitored and the Akogrimo plans may need to be adapted 
accordingly.    

 

2.2.1.3. GGF 

The Global Grid Forum (GGF), which is in the process of merging with EGA, is the community 
of users, developers and vendors leading the standardization effort for Grid computing.  It aims 
to create and document best practice documents – technical specifications, user experiences and 
implementation guidelines for Grid technologies and applications.  It has research and working 
groups in the following areas: Applications and programming models and environments, 
Architecture, Compute, Data, Grid Security, Information Systems and performance, Peer-to-
Peer, and Scheduling and resource management. 

The GGF is modelled along the lines of the IETF, in that it has Birds of a Feather (BOF) 
meetings of interested parties to determine if a working group (WG) should be established. 

Several working and research groups are of interest to Akogrimo including: the several Open 
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) groups, Grid Resource Allocation Agreement Protocol 
(GRAAP), several groups in the Data Area, Grid Economic Services Architecture group and 
groups on Resource Usage. 

The GGF also has community groups including the Telecomm Community Group (Telco-CG) – 
see also section 5.2.   
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2.2.1.4. IETF  

The primary focus of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) (http://www.ietf.org/ ) is to 
standardize protocols for the Internet. 

Outputs are developed by Working Groups and the results are RFCs which can be 
Informational, Experimental or Standard, the latter undergoing the most rigorous process.   
There are now several thousand RFCs.   

Many RFCs underly Grids but several are of particular interest to Akogrimo, including those on 
A4C, policy, session initiation (SIP), presence and Mobile IPv6.   Some of the planned outputs 
from Akogrimo are expected to be directed towards IETF. 

 

2.2.1.5. ISO 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (http://www.iso.org/) is concerned 
with all fields of standardization as diverse as the speed of photographic film and organizational 
process quality.  ICT standards are established by the joint technical committee (JTC1) between 
ISO and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).    

The distinctive aspect of ISO is that its membership consists of national standards bodies. 
Individuals and organizations join the appropriate national committee, which is generally open. 
The process is formal, allows time for intra-national consultation and can be long lasting.   One 
way of working is that it approves initiatives taken by subject-specific bodies – an example is that 
ISO 15000 is a suite of ebXML OASIS standards. 

Although standards used in Akogrimo are generally drawn from subject-specific standards bodies 
such as the other organizations presented here, its all-encompassing nature makes it worth noting 
here. 

 

2.2.1.6. ITU-T 

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is concerned with international agreements 
on telecommunications and the ITU-T sector is concerned with standardization.  This replaced 
the former CCITT.     

In general the ITU-T outputs are at a lower level than Akogrimo needs to deal with.     The 
X.509 PKI standard originated in ITU-T but is now managed by IETF.  

 

2.2.1.7. Liberty Alliance 

 The Liberty Alliance  http://www.projectliberty.org/ is an alliance of more than 150 companies, 
non-profit and government organizations from around the globe. The consortium is committed 
to developing an open standard for federated network identity that supports all current and 
emerging network devices. 

Liberty is an open body working to address the technical, business, and policy challenges 
surrounding identity and web services. Its output includes: open technology specifications, 
business guidelines documents, privacy controls built into the specifications, privacy & security 
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best practices, enabled compliance with global privacy legislation and industry regulations, Liberty 
Interoperable Certifications that validate implementations and drive adoption. 

As discussed in the Akogrimo architecture document ([3]), the identity model used takes into 
account the integration of the network and service layers and many different administrative 
domains, so the Liberty model is not used.   

 

2.2.1.8. OASIS 

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) 
(http://www.oasis-open.org/ ).  OASIS is a not-for-profit, international consortium that drives 
the development, convergence, and adoption of XML-based e-business standards.  It is currently 
a primary forum for the development of higher-level XML specifications into accepted standards.  

The consortium produces more Web services standards than any other organization along with 
standards for security, e-business, and standardization efforts in the public sector and for 
application-specific markets. Founded in 1993, OASIS has more than 5,000 participants 
representing over 600 organizations and individual members in 100 countries. 

Eligible members may observe running Technical Committee (TC) discussions without joining, 
but to exert voting rights they have to formally join a TC. Most of these administrative processes 
are enacted via mail or the OASIS homepage.   

Several actual or candidate standards sponsored by OASIS are relevant to Akogrimo.   They 
include the following – and the relevant TC is shown where it does not obviously correspond to 
the name of the standard:  Web Services Security (WS-Security);  SAML (Security Assertion 
Markup Language) - Security Services TC;  eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 
(XACML);  Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF);  Web Services Business Process 
Execution Language (BPEL);  WS-Context and WS Coordination Framework - Web Services 
Composite Application Framework (WS-CAF) TC;  Web Services Notification (WS 
Notification);  Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) and Electronic business 
eXtensible markup language  (ebXML). 

 

2.2.1.9. W3C  

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international consortium where Member 
organizations, a full-time staff, and the public work together to develop Web standards. W3C's 
mission is: To lead the World Wide Web to its full potential by developing protocols and 
guidelines that ensure long-term growth for the Web.  W3C has around 350 Member 
organizations from all over the world and has earned international recognition for its 
contributions to the growth of the Web. 

The XML family was defined within W3C and W3C has defined the architecture and messaging 
mechanisms for Web Services (architecture, SOAP, WS-Addressing).   W3C is also responsible 
for semantic web developments such as OWL.  All these are relevant to Akogrimo. 

More recently W3C has initiated a Mobile Web Initiative. 
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2.2.1.10. WS-I 

The Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) organization [http://www.ws-i.org/] is an open, 
industry forum promoting Web services interoperability across platforms, operating systems and 
programming languages, working across industry and standards organizations. 

The WS-I has specified a Basic Profile (Version 1.1) and an Attachments and Simple SOAP 
Binding Profile for guaranteeing basic web services interoperability. In addition, the WS-I is 
working on a Basic Security Profile and security token profiles to guide web services security 
interoperability.   In general, WS-I does not define standards as such but rather defines profiles 
that define groups of existing standards for interoperability purposes. 

Akogrimo uses a wide range of standards which go beyond the Basic Profile, but nonetheless it is 
still useful to be aware of the current state of WS-I. 

 

2.2.1.11. 3GPP 

The 3rd Generation Patnership Project (3GPP) was formed by a collaboration agreement by a 
number of existing organizations including ETSI (see 2.2.1.2), who became organizational 
partners in 3GPP, and is concerned with 3rd generation mobile technology.     

Any Akogrimo interest in 3GPP is likely to be best pursued through ETSI (one of the 3GPP 
partners). 

 

2.2.2. Ad hoc industrial alliances 

The WS-* specification family is an example of agreed specifications being defined by ad hoc 
indudstrial alliances.   It is an effort mainly driven by IBM and Microsoft, along with a number of 
other organizations, to create an interoperable set of web service related specifications. These 
specifications are written by a group of industry partners. The effort is not intended as an 
alternative standardization initiative, and the specifications should eventually move to the 
appropriate, existing standardization bodies.  Microsoft and IBM are heavily involved in this 
activity and companies have announced the formation of multiple work-groups to design and 
demonstrate through proof of concept implementations, the integration of systems with 
WebSphere and .NET frameworks. 

This includes initiatives relevant to Akogrimo such as Web Services Policy Framework (WS-
Policy). 

 

2.2.3. Other relevant bodies 

Other bodies, while not being standards making, are important groups in the field.   An example 
is the field of ubiquitous computing, which among other activities runs the Ubicomp conference 
series (in 2006 http://ubicomp.org/ubicomp2006/ ) 
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3. Progress on standardization in 
Akogrimo 

For Akogrimo, it is important both to adopt standards and to influence them based on the 
experience gained in the course of the Project.   Over the lifetime of the Project, the balance of 
time spent shifts from adoption and observation to contribution and influence. 

 

3.1. Standards monitoring 

The Akogrimo architecture makes heavy use of standards from IETF, 3GPP, GGF, OASIS, ISO, 
OMA, W3C and DMTF.   The applicability of these standards was first studied in the Project as 
part of the State of the Art activity, described in [10] and then developed in the Akogrimo 
architecture ([2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]).   These standards are listed in Annex A.    

 

3.2. Collaboration with other EU Grids Projects 

- setting up GCSG 

The primary standardization activity in the first cycle of the project was the preparatory one of 
co-chairing and co-founding the “Grid Standards Co-ordination Group” (GCSG),  a group 
which aims to coordinate and focus standards making between the FP6 Grids Unit Projects.   
One member from each project participates and in general there is active participation from 9 
projects.    Links are made with the COPRAS project. 

This coordination group has presented its work to 2 EU Grids Concertation Meetings, the most 
recent being June 2005 [12] and a report was produced [11].   The report covers common 
requirements and common interests between subsets of the projects, cooperation, dissemination, 
and consideration of requirements of SMEs.  This is an ongoing opportunity for identifying 
collaborations and this will become more important as further new Grids Projects are added. 

 

3.3. Preparation of strategy for influencing 

standards  

Complementing other strands such as dissemination and exploitation, a major long term 
influence can be achieved through making use of standardization.    The work needs to take into 
account the long timescale, which extends beyond the project lifetime because of standardization 
cycles, and the significant effort required to achieve effective results.   To focus these efforts, 
Akogrimo has identified a few important topics.  These choices have resulted from work in the 
1st cycle. 

For each topic within the focus, the strategy is being designed to answer questions such as which 
standards organizations and which partners.  
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The strategy would also identify groups whom Akogrimo should monitor even if they have 
currently address no current standardization topic.    An example of this is the Telecomm 
Community Group in GGF, in section 5.2.   

3.4. Resources 

Standardization is potentially resourced in several Akogrimo WPs. 

• Technical work in support of standardization – the 4 WPs which each correspond to specific 
layers - WP4.1 – WP4.4 

• Publishing work on a potential or actual area of standardization -  Dissemination - WP6.1  

• Coordination of standardization in Akogrimo – WP6.2 

• Working with EU Grids collaboration bodies, such as GCSG – formerly recorded under 
WP6.2, but subsequently recorded under WP6.4 
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4. Standardization strategy 

4.1. Introduction 

The Akogrimo Project aims to have a strong influence beyond the Project’s lifetime.   A vital 
pathway for this is through standardization.   The number of standards that Akogrimo is large 
(see the list in Annex A).   Exerting influence on a standard takes significant effort and the 
number of standardization topics which Akogrimo can practically influence is small.   Therefore 
it is necessary to focus on a small number of standardization topics, which are summarised in 
section 5.    

For each standardization topic, it is necessary to know why it is important to influence its 
direction; who Akogrimo should cooperate with and work through; and how and when – plan 
and timetable.   Each of the WP4.x work package groups in Akogrimo were asked to provide 
proposals for standardization topics to be the subject of Akogrimo influence and to fill in a basic 
template, which aimed to capture the main issues.  This information has been summarised in 
section 5. 

 

4.2. Criteria and aspects of standards topics 

within Akogrimo focus 

The aspects shown in section 5 for each standardization topic are as follows. 

 

Motivation:  firstly a short paragraph on what the topic is and the motivation for focussing on it.   
Standards influence takes a serious amount of time and thus the choice of focus is important. 

Standards organization:  the planned target standards organization, for example IETF, GGF, 
EGA.  It is also necesssary to identify a subgroup within the overall organization or whether a 
new one would be required and, where this has been done, this is shown. 

Involved partners:  identifying who (which partner organization and which individual) is 
primarily responsible for this standardization topic within Akogrimo and is responsible for seeing 
that appropriate contacts are made outside Akogrimo to influence the process.  This person (in 
cooperation with others) is responsible for the plan for this standardization topic and for putting 
it into effect.  One could refer to this person as the prime mover or champion for this standards 
topic.   Here (in section 5) we show the partner. 

Nature of the work:  type of contribution.  When thinking about the work involved in 
standardization, changing the specification is the first thing some people think of.   But there are 
other contributions such as:  

� add a profile – many standards have these, which in brief means that, to 
increase the chances of successful interworking, a subset is defined or 
some flexibility is removed by (for instance) restricting some parameter 
values.  

� add a use case: Some organizations rely on use cases and relate back to 
them when defining a specification.   So a partner could work on a use 
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case but not be involved in the very detailed and time consuming work of 
producing a specification. 

� define its place in an overall framework 

� define a collection of standards which need to be used for a given purpose 
to be fulfilled 

Collaboration:  who to collaborate with.  Standardization needs significant time and effort and 
collaboration with other people who have identified overlapping problems would enhance the 
effort available.  It may be possible to identify other institutions, other groups within Akogrimo 
partners or more specifically other EU Grids Projects, which may be identified through the EU 
GSCG.    

WP:  work package.  Work allocation and reporting needs to be identified within Akogrimo.   
Although the coordination work within the Project takes place within WP6.2 and coordination 
with other EU Grids Projects within WP6.4, the work of standardization and technical 
preparation takes place within one or more of the work packages WP4.1 – 4.4. 

 

Standardization generally involves a long cycle, within which a number of progression cycles may 
occur, leading to increasingly formal acceptance. 

In each case, having identified that a particular topic is to be the subject of Akogrimo influence, a 
stage of study within the Project is required in order to prepare the technical inputs.  In general 
this is taking place through the architecture work in the 2nd cycle and based on experience in the 
prototype.  In some cases the technical work has proceeded to some detail (for instance 
Accounting parameters to support a mobile Grid, in section 5.1.4.1).   This can take place in 
parallel with gaining initial involvement in the appropriate working groups. 

After that more serious involvement in the standards body will be required and the later 
timescales will be dominated by the approval processes of the standards body itself. 

The timescales in most cases will therefore extend beyond the lifetime of the Project itself. 
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5. Specific standardization topics 
within focus 

5.1. Currently planned 

This section contains only those standards for which there is a strong likelihood that Akogrimo 
plans to influence to create or improve or is already doing so, i.e. that they are to be the subject 
of standardization focus within Akogrimo 

Details of the plans are still being made – many entries in the tables are still blank - and will be 
presented in subsequent versions of this report. 

 

5.1.1. Integration of network services into a Grid 

framework 

Motivation:  Based on what has been learnt in the 1st cycle of the project, the intention is to 
investigate the possibility of integrating some network services with the Grid Services concept, 
using a framework like OGSA.   The increased interest in the network layers from the Grids 
standards organizations allows Akogrimo to provide valuable inputs in these areas.  

Standards organization:  Although the work will require a knowledge of standards within 
IETF, the result of the integration is expected to be within a Grids standards organization, such 
as the merged GGF+EGA. 

Involved partners:  This was initiated by IT-Aveiro and a commercial partner TID are also 
involved.   NTUA will provide Grid expertise and IT-Aveiro and TID will provide support for 
specialised network aspects. 

Nature of the work:  Potential aspects of the work include: COPS (Common Open Policy 
Service) usage for the low layers of interaction with the grid service control; SIP (Session 
Initiation Protocol) and SDP (Session Description Protocol) interaction with grid control layers; 
and EMS-QoSBroker signalling using OGSA standards. 

Collaboration:  This work is not already being done by another EU Grids Project and is likely to 
be mainly within Akogrimo.  

WP:  The knowledge of the network aspects is within WP4.1 and/or WP4.2 but Grid 
infrastructure aspects are also involved, which implies some work within WP4.3. 

 

5.1.2. Mobile Grid use case 

Motivation:  In some standards organizations, the idea of a use case is a key prerequisite which 
guides the standardization process.   For example it is relied upon within GGF and a previous 
EU Grids Project (GRASP) was responsible for the Business Services use case that is in OGSA 
now.  The idea of a Mobile Grid Use Case is to encapsulate key issues within Akogrimo in order 
to guide future standardization. OGSA Use Cases are currently closed, so this would be offered 
to a different group in GGF+EGA or planned in the next OGSA cycle. 
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Standards Organization:  GGF+EGA.  

Involved partners:  USTUTT and CCLRC. 

Nature of the work:  Base this on existing GGF use cases, because that is how the GGF (and 
likely also the combined GGF+EGA) community expects it.  The difficult work would be 
encapsulating the Akogrimo ideas in a single use case.   The test bed scenarios could be used as a 
basis. This should be proposed when OGSA version 2 becomes actively worked on. 

Collaboration:  This work is not already being done by another EU Grids Project and is likely to 
be mainly within Akogrimo.     

WP:  Almost by definition this work would involve a collaboration between all the 4.x WPs 

 

5.1.3. Presence and Context 

Context has become significant in Akogrimo and existing standards are insufficient.   Context 
appears to need regularising at two levels 

• Extending SIP Presence to include Context 

• and Interpretation and Mapping of Context in a Grid environment 

 

5.1.3.1. Extending SIP Presence to include Context 

Motivation:  The current RPID standard (Rich Presence Extensions to the Presence 
Information Data Format (PIDF) (draft-ietf-simple-rpid-06)) focuses on SIP Presence.   There is 
a need to extend this interpretation to a more general description of user context. 

Standards Organization:  IETF 

Involved partners:  Telenor, UPM, TID 

Nature of the work:  (a) Suggest an alternative description of focus for the standard and (b) 
Investigate and suggest (if necessary) extensions to current presence format (RPID) based on the 
work within Akogrimo. 

Collaboration:  No collaborators identified as yet.    

WP:  4.2 

 

5.1.3.2. Interpretation and Mapping of Context in a Grid 

environment 

Motivation:  The network layers return context and monitoring events in a raw form., which is 
not suitable for management by applications or Grid services without some translation.  An 
example of an application requirement is “Where is the nearest hospital?” and some work is 
needed to identify the level of needed to support this kind of request.   There does appear to be a 
gap in an area of importance to Akogrimo. 

Standards Organization:  To be identified. 

Involved partners:  CCLRC, TN 
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Nature of the work:  Work on the business process oriented description and a method of 
translation. 

Collaboration:  Not being done by other EU Grid Project. 

WP:  WP4.2 and 4.4 

 

5.1.4. Accounting and usage recording 

A mobile grid environment makes potentially complex demands on an accounting system, 
because of diverse and changing providers, users, aggregators and intermediaries.    The two areas 
of work in this section are related but are expected to lead to distinct standardization initiatives, 
one concerning IETF Diameter AVPs, the other concerning OGSA accounting..  However, it 
may be very useful to define a transformation function from one into the other. Thus, both 
actions should be carried out and interfaced accordingly.  It seems to be necessary to define in 
both cases similar parameters etc as well as mandatory/optional attributes. 

 

5.1.4.1. Accounting parameters to support a mobile Grid 

Motivation:  Standard mechanisms for A4C (authenticating, authorizing, accounting, auditing 
and charging) are crucial in a commercial Grid environment to enable inter-domain service 
provisioning and interoperability between these players. A well-defined set of accounting 
parameters for Grid services is required to be able to exchange usage data between different 
network components. 

Standards Organization:  IETF 

- Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) Working 
Group 

- Diameter Maintenance and Extensions (DIME) Working Group 

Involved partners:  UNIZH, USTUTT, NTUA.   Commercial partner within the consortium 
needs to be identified. 

Nature of the work:  Specification as an IETF RFC.   It provides an extension to the Diameter 
base protocol (RFC3588) in form of a Diameter application, which is used for AAA support in 
Grid environments. It specifies authentication and authorization for multi-provider service 
provisioning. It specifies additional Attribute-Value-Pairs (AVP) used as accounting attributes for 
Grid services.   A draft of the work has produced.  Preparation of an RFC Draft needs to start 
soon.   The timing of the final stages of an RFC are largely determined by the number of 
proposals waiting for a review. 

Collaboration:  This can be undertaken by partners within the consortium.     

WP:  4.2 and 4.3 

  

5.1.4.2. OGSA resource usage recording in a mobile context 

Motivation:  Until recently no issues on the standardization of grid accounting were addressed 
mainly due to the lack of interest in the business aspects of the grids.  Given the latest business 
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orientation of the grids however there is the need for standardization of the accounting 
parameters. In Akogrimo this need is intensified by the existence of the blueprint in mobile grids 
for business, whereas telecommunication operators report the need for the standardization of a 
joint model.    A set of parameters used in accounting should be defined and chosen focusing on 
specific applications. 

Standards Organization:  Merged GGF + EGA 

Involved partners:  NTUA.   Currently no commercial partner is identified. 

Nature of the work:  The Open Grid Service Architecture provides specifications which are 
defined by a set of functional and non-functional requirements. It defines a set of core 
capabilities and behaviours which address key issues in Grid systems and it includes a list of 
parameters that could be used for accounting.   However these need to be investigated. At the 
moment the efforts focus on providing a draft specification (document) which aims at 
comprising the standard of Grid accounting1.   

Collaboration:  This needs to be decided. 

WP:  4.3 

 

5.1.5. Service Level Agreements for mobile Grid 

services 

Motivation:  The Akogrimo Mobile Grid environment has implications for service level 
agreements not likely to have been taken into account already.   For example: 

• Context changes imply application of policies and even renegotiation of 
QoS for services (pre-negotiated branches). 

• Integration of both network (Bandwidth, packet priority, etc) and grid 
(CPU, Memory, etc ) QoS parameters in SLA contract. 

Standards Organization:  Merged GGF+EGA 

Involved partners:  ATOS, USTUTT 

Nature of the work:  There are two relevant specifications being negotiated. 

• WS-Agreement is already at an advanced stage.  The potential 
contribution here is to give feedback to GRAAP WG (Grid Resource 
Allocation Agreement Protocol) of GGF about the use of WS-Agreement 
draft specification (contribution to this necessary validation step towards 
becoming a full standard). 

• WS-AgreementNegotiation is still at a very preliminary stage and it is a 
suitable time to contribute to its definition and aim to influence.  
Akogrimo work is also relevant to collocation protocols for negotiation. 

Collaboration:  HPC4U is interested in this, but the extent of their involvement needs to be 
determined.   NextGrid are also involved in this.  Although outside the realm of the EU Grids 

                                                 

 

1 http://www.gridforum.org/documents/GWD-I-E/GFD-I.030.pdf 
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Unit, it is relevant to the TRUSTCOM project in which some of the Akogrimo partners 
(including ATOS and USTUTT – and also CCLRC) are involved.     

WP:  4.3 and 4.4.   Negotiation is more relevant to 4.4. 

 

5.2. Involvement in standards groups 

independently of a specific topic 

Involvement in standards groups will largely be determined by the topics on which Akogrimo is 
focussing.   However it also possible to identify groups as being relevant to Akogrimo without a 
priori determining the topic.    

5.2.1. Telecommunications community group in GGF 

At present, we identify the telecommunications community group (telco-cg) in GGF (and 
whatever it will become in the combined GGF+EGA) as an appropriate group for Akogrimo 
members to join, even though its primary focus is not mobility.   Members from ATOS, NTUA 
and CCLRC attended the meeting at GGF16, but it will also be productive for Akogrimo 
telecommunications operators.    A talk on Akogrimo by NTUA at GGF16 was well received, 
including material on the Akogrimo business value chain.   

 

5.3. Potential expansion 

Although it is intended that the number of standardization topics within the focus will not be 
large, it is not necessary to completely close the door at this stage.  At this time, we may envisage 
the following possibilities: Security; using SIP for Service Discovery; Using SIP for Grid Session 
Establishment and Management; Management of Virtual Organizations; and Business Processing 
for Grid Services.# 
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6. Conclusion and outlook 

Standardization is one important means by which Akogrimo can have a long term influence.  The 
Project makes use of a large number of standards (see Annex A).  Planning how an impact can be 
made has taken longer to achieve. The Project has identified a small subset of topics where it 
plans to work on standards contributions and identified standards groups where it can 
participate.   Subsequent work will include: elaboration and agreement of technical contributions 
in the 2nd cycle of the Project; making best use of collaborations to multiply limited effort; 
participation in the standardization cycles to achieve recognition of Akogrimo contributions; and 
identifying continuation of standards work beyond the Project’s lifetime. 
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Annex A. Table of standards usage in 
Akogrimo 

This table contains a list of standards which are explicitly mentioned in Akogrimo architecture 
and implementation documents.  The layer noted is the lowest at which the particular standard is 
used.   The column general area represents an informal grouping of standards. 

 

Topic Abbreviation Organization Layer General area 

Authentication, 
Authorisation and 
Accounting 

AAA IETF 4.2 AAA 

Business Process Execution 
Language 

BPEL OASIS 4.4 Business 
Processing 

Common Open Policy 
Service Protocol 

COPS IETF 4.1 QoS 

Diameter  IETF 4.2 AAA 

Diameter Credit Control 
Application 

DCCA IETF 4.2 AAA 

Diameter Extensible 
Authentication Protocol 

EAP IETF 4.2 AAA 

Diameter Network Access 
Server Application 

 IETF 4.2 AAA 

Fast Handovers for MIPv6  IETF 4.1 Mobile IPv6 

IT security techniques -- 
Non-repudiation -- Part 1: 
General 

 ISO 4.2 Security 

MD5 Message-Digest 
Algorithm 

MD5 IETF 4.1 authentication 

Mobile IPv6 MIPv6 IETF 4.1 Mobile IPv6 

Mobile Location Protocol MLP OMA 4.2 Context 

Open Grid Services 
Architecture 

OGSA GGF 4.3 Grid 
architecture 

PANA / AAA Interworking  IETF 4.2 AAA 

Presence Event Package 
for the Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) 

 IETF 4.2 Context 
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Topic Abbreviation Organization Layer General area 

Protocol (SIP) 

Presence Information Data 
Format 

PIDF IETF 4.2 Context 

Protocol for Carrying 
Authentication for 
Network Access 

PANA IETF 4.1 Authentication 

Resource ReSerVation 
Protocol 

RSVP IETF 4.1 Resource 

Rich Presence Extensions 
to PIDF 

RPID IETF 4.2 Context 

RTP: A Transport Protocol 
for Real-Time Applications 

RTP IETF 4.1 Multimedia 

Security Assertion Markup 
Language 

SAML OASIS 4.2 Security 

Service Location Protocol SLP IETF 4.2 Context 

Session Description 
Protocol 

SDP IETF 4.1 Session 

Session Initiation Protocol SIP IETF 4.1 Session 

Simple Object Access 
Protocol 

SOAP W3C 4.3 Web Services 

SIP Event State Publication  IETF 4.2 Session 

SIP Refer  IETF 4.1 Session 

SIP Specific Event 
Notification 

 IETF 4.2 Session 

Site Requirements for Grid 
Authentication, 
Authorization and 
Accounting 

 GGF 4.3 AAA 

Universal Description, 
Discovery, and Integration 

UDDI OASIS 4.2 Discovery 

WAP User Agent Profile WAP-UAPROF OMA 4.2 Context 

Web Ontology Language OWL W3C 4.2 Services 

Web Services  W3C 4.3 Web Services 
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Topic Abbreviation Organization Layer General area 

Web Services Description 
Language 

WSDL W3C 4.3 Web Services 

Web Services Level 
Agreement 

WSLA industry 4.3 SLA 

Web Services Policy 
Framework 

WS-Policy industry 4.3 Policy 

Web Services Security WS-Security OASIS 4.3 Security 

WS Notification WS-N OASIS 4.4 WSRF 

WS Resource Framework WSRF OASIS 4.3 WSRF 

WS-Agreement  GGF 4.4 SLA 

X.509  IETF – was 
ITU-T 

4.1 Security 

Table 1: Standards used in Akogrimo 


